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Thank you, Chair Gooden. What a terrific morning it’s been already, with the recognition of our 

faculty award winners. It was an honor to 
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Department of Commerce announced $3 million going to UMES to expand broadband access 

and enhance cybersecurity on campus and in the Princess Anne community.  

 

And in a couple of weeks, several of us will join President Anderson to officially open the 

Pharmacy and Health Sciences Complex at UMES. The 130,000-square-foot building consolidates 

the university’s nine health programs—the most at any U.S. HBCU—and represents UMES’s 

commitment to taking exceptional care of its Eastern Shore neighbors. President Anderson, I’m 

looking forward to it. 

 

The University of Maryland, Baltimore (UMB) has just announced a huge sustainability 

milestone: With three renewable energy purchase agreements and the use of Renewable 

Energy Certificates, UMB has reached—for the first time ever—100 percent renewable 

electricity.  

 

Also at UMB, the School of Nursing and the Enoch Pratt Free Library have partnered in a 

program placing nursing students in city library branches. The students get relevant clinical 

experience, and Baltimore residents get no-cost health services. It’s the first program of its kind 

in the state, modeled on a popular UMB program that places social workers in libraries. These 

services fill growing gaps in community care, allowing UMB students and faculty to meet 

neighbors where they are, in a place they trust. 

 

And Dr. Nadine Finigan-
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committed to serving students from small and rural communities
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advanced include $30 million for the new Interdisciplinary Engineering Research Building at 

College Park, $20 million for the renovation of Smith Hall at Towson University, $12 million for 

the Agricultural Research Education Center at UMES, and $25 million for facilities renewal 

Systemwide. 

 

In terms of legislation, as always, there were a significant number of bills that would impact the 

System and our people. Of course, I’m not going to speak to all of them. But there are two bills 

that won passage that I want to highlight. 

 

Senate Bill 426 authorizes this b


